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APPLICATIONS OF END OP, L.P. FOR
WELL REGISTRATION, OPERATING
PERMITS, AND TRANSFER PERMITS

BEFORE THE STATE OFFICE
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

ORDER NO. 3

DENYING ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP, BETTE BROWN, ANDREW MEYER
AND DARWYN HANNA PARTY STATUS, AND GRANTING AQUA WATER SUPPLY
CORPORATION PARTY STATUS
INTRODUCTION

I.

End Op, LP. (“End Op”) ﬁled Applications

In 2007,

for

groundwater permits with the

Lost Pines Groundwater Conservation District (“the District”) seeking to withdraw water from
the

applications, preventing action

on them

imposed a moratorium on End Op’s

The

District

until

January 2013.

Simsboro Aquifer (“Simsboro“).

On March

18,

2013 the

District

posted notice that a hearing would be held to consider End Op’s applications on April 17, 2013.

Prior to the hearing

and pursuant

to the District’s

Rule l4.3(D),‘ Aqua Water Supply

Corporation (“Aqua”) ﬁled a timely request for a contested case hearing on End Op’s
applications.

closed,

On

and the

request for

April 18, 2013, public

District’s

May

Board of Directors

15, 2013.

On May

Andrew Meyer, and Darwyn Hanna
status in

comment on End Op’s

8,

(the

“Board")

set

applications

was conducted and

a preliminary hearing on Aqua’s

2013, Environmental Stewardship (“ES”), Bette Brown,

(collectively, the

“Landowners”) ﬁled requests for party

any contested case hearing on End Op’s Applications.

At the

May

15th hearing, the District considered the timeliness of the Landowners‘

requests for party status and reached the conclusion that the Landowners’ requests were timely.

The

District then designated the

Landowners

as parties for this contested case hearing at the

District Rule l4.3(D) provides that: “A request for a contested case hearing on the Application, to be conducted
under Rule 14 4, must be made in uniting and filed with the District no later than the 5th day before the date of the
Board meeting at which the Application will be considered."
'
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15th hearing and referred the issue of the Landowners’ standing to the State Office of

Administrative Hearings (“SOAI-I”).

II.

PARTIES’

ARGUMENTS AND ALJ’S ANALYSIS

A. Timeliness

End Op Argues Landowners’ Requests

1.

Untimely and Should Be Denied.

First,

End Op argies

because a person

may

that the

for Party Status

Landowners’ requests

for party status should be denied

not be a party in a contested case proceeding

on groundwater permit

End Op

points to Chapter 36 of

unless they ﬁled a timely request for a contested case hearing.
the Texas

Water Code, which requires groundwater

participation in a hearing

when

Were Improper and

districts to

adopt procedural rules limiting

on a contested application to persons with standingz and provides that

hearings are conducted by SOAI-I only Subchapters C, D, and F of the Administrative

Procedure Act (“APA“) and

End Op claims

that Chapter

Judge (“ALJ”) with

district rules consistent

with the procedural rules of

36 does not permit a groundwater

SOAH to designate

a person

who

district or

nor the

apply.3

Law

an Administrative

has not timely requested a contested case

hearing as a party because to do so would violate the District‘s
party status. Since the

SOAH

own procedural rules

concerning

Landowners did not ﬁle such requests, End Op argues, neither the

District

ALJ may designate them as parties.
Second End Op claims

that the

Landowners’ requests for party

status are untimely

and

should be denied because they had notice and ample time to request a contested case hearing or
party status and did not

make such

requests.

Third,

End Op

argues that granting party status

unnecessary because the Landowners’ interests are already protected by the

End Op claims

that granting the

Landowners party

status

District.

would render the

is

Finally,

District’s

Rule

14.3(D) a nullity, would add considerable delay to an already greatly delayed venture, would

Op with substantial additional expense, and would create a loophole precedent which
would allow for a continuous ﬂow of new requests for party status beyond the proper deadline.
burden End

1
3

See Tex Water Code § 36 415
See Tex. Water Code § 36 416
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Landowners Argue That Since the District Has Already Determined that
Landowners’ Requests for Party Status Were Timely, It Is Unnecessary for

2.

This

ALJ to Revisit the Issue of Timeliness.

Landowners note
party status

that the District has already determined that

were timely. The Landowners argued

contested case hearing.

were timely, they argie,

Landowners’ requests

under District

that,

for

rules, a request for party

and independent question apart from whether to grant a request

status presents a separate

3.

Page 3

for a

Since the District determined that Protestants requests for party status
it

is

unnecessary for this

ALJ to revisit the

issue.

ALJ’S Analysis

District

application.4

Rule 14.3(D) contemplates who

Aﬁer

may request a contested

case hearing

on a permit

a hearing has been properly requested, Rule l4,3(E) governs the District’s

consideration of that requests Rule l4.3(E) gives the Board the authority to grant or deny the
request at

its

meeting, to designate parties

where the Board

will

make

at its

meeting, or to schedule a preliminary hearing

a determination of those issues.6

timely request for a contested case hearing on

End Op’s

End Op admits

Applications.

was then given the

authority to consider that request under Rule 14,3(E).

within

when it scheduled such a hearing

its

authority

Board has the authority to designate
status

°

were ﬁled on

May

8,

for

May

parties at this hearing.7

2013. There

is

15, 2013.

that

Aqua ﬁled a

Accordingly, the Board

The Board was

Under Rule

entirely

l4.3(E), the

The Landowners’ requests

for party

nothing in the District’s rules that states that the

A

District Rule 14 3(D) reads‘ “Request for contested case hearing
request for a contested case hearing on the
Application, to be conducted under Rule 14 4, must be made in writing and ﬁled with the District no later than the
5th day before the date of the Board meeting at which the Application will be considered.
request for a contested
case hearing may be granmd if the request is made by‘ (l) the General Manager; (2) the applicant; or (3) a person
who has a personal justiciable interest that is related to a lepl right, duty, privilege, power, or economic interest that
is within the Distnct’s regulatory authonty and that is affected by the Board's action on the Application, not
”
including persons who have an interest common to members of the public
5
District Rule l4.3(E) reads. “Consideration of request for contested case hearing. (1) If the District receives a
timely-ﬁled request for a contested case hearing on the Application, then, at its meeting, the Board may: (a)
determine whether to gant or deny a request for a contested case, (b) desigiate parties
(e) schedule a preliminary
hearing at which the Board will detemiine all of the matters described in subsections (a) to (e) or any matters
§l€SCIll‘7€Cl in those subsections that were not decided at the meeting”

A

Id
"Id
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not consider requests that were ﬁled before the date

it

holds

its

hearing pursuant to

Rule l4.3(E). Accordingly, the Landovmers’ requests for party status are procedurally adequate.

B. Standing

Having found Landowners’ requests
is

whether

the Texas
that

for party status procedurally adequate, the next issue

Landowners meet the mandatory standing

tl1e

Water Code. This

groundwater

test,

test set out in section

which embodies constitutional standing

36.4l5(b)(2) of

principles, requires

districts:

limit participation in a hearing

on a contested application to persons who have a personal

justiciable interest related to a legal right, duty, privilege, power, or economic interest
that is within a district‘s regulatory authority and affected by a permit or permit

amendment

application, not including persons

ofthe public.
In City

of Waco

v.

Tex.

who have an interest common to members

Cam ‘n on Environmental Quality, the Court of Appeals in Austin

determined “an affected person”9 must meet the following requirements to have standing to
request a contested case hearing before Texas

Commission on Environmental Quality

(“TCEQ”):‘”
an “injury in fact” from the issuance of the permit as proposedian invasion of a
“legally protected interest” that is (a) “concrete and particularized” and (b) “actual or
imminent, not conj ectural or hypothetical”;
(2) the injury must be “fairly traceable" to the issuance of the permit as proposed, as
opposed to the independent actions of third parties or other alternative causes unrelated to
(1)

the permit; and

(3) it must be likely, and not merely speculative, that the injury will be redressed by a
favorable decision on its complaints regarding the proposed permit (i.e., refusing to grant
the permit or imposing additional conditions)“

8
9

Tex Water Code

§ 36 41S(b)(2)

“Affected person“

is

defined in § 5 115 of the Texas Administrative

Code

as one

“who has

a personal justiciable

interest related to a legal right, duty, privilege, power, or economic interest” in the matter at issue, and not merely an
“interest common to members of the general public" — a definition that is essentially identical to § 36 415(b)(2) of

the Texas Waster Code. Additionally, the District adopted the

and Regulations
'0
Althougi Landowners are requesting party
“justiciable interest“

is

status,

same deﬁnition

in Section l,

Rule

l.l

of

its

Rules

not a contested case hearing, the analysis of the meaning of a

applicable.

City of Waco v. Texas C0m’n an Environmental Quality, 346 S.W.3d 781, SUZ ('l' ex.App »Austin 2011), reh'g
overruled (Aug 2, 2011), review denied (June 29, 2012), order vacamd (Feb l, 2013), rev’d, ll-0729, 2013
4493018 (Tex 2013), See Brawn v. radii 53 S.W.3d 297, 305 (Tex. 2001) (quotingRames v. Byrd. 521 U.S. 811,
'

WL
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The burden

is

upon

the

Landowners

to present evidence establishing each

showing they possess a qualifying personal justiciable

1.
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of these elements,

interest.

Landowners’ Position
The Landovmers argue

that

under section 36.002 of the Texas Water Code, they

groundwater beneath their respective properties as a real property

own the

Accordingly, they

interest.

argue they possess standing to challenge the deprivation or divestment of their property interests

(what they refer to as a “taking”) by virtue of being landowners whose property

sits

above the

aquifer at issue in this case.

The Landovmers agree with End
an injury in fact that
is

likely,

is

Op that

(2) fairly traceable to the issuance of the permit as

proposed and (3) that it

not merely speculative, that the injury will be redressed by a favorable decision on

The Landowners

complaints regarding the proposed permit.
treatment

a person seeking party status must (1) establish

is

They argue

its

argue, however, that particular

given to questions of fact related to standing that overlap with the merits of a case.
that they

need not prove the merits of their case

impact, but rather need only

show that

a fact issue exists.

in order to demonstrate

To be deemed an

a potential

affected person, they

argue that they need only show a potential impact.

Landowners also argue
regard to

that they

End Op’s Applications

aquifer at issue, they argue,

have demonstrated the necessary justiciable

to warrant

admission as

which brings with

land, constitutes a legally protected interest

protected, they maintain that there

is

Sl8—l9 (1997), Lujan

a

will result in a

with

The ownership of land over the

real property interest in the

under the Water Code.

water beneath the

Since this interest

no need to demonstrate ownership of a well

a well in order to demonstrate that interest.

Op’s pumping operations

it

parties.

interest

The Landowners claim

that

drawdown of water within the

it

is

is

or intent to drill

undisputed that

End

aquifer extending to their

Defenders of Wildlzfe, 504 U.S. 555, 56O—6l (1992); Stop the Ordinances Please

City of
City of
Dripping Springs, 304 S.W 3d 871, 878 (T ex.App —A\.\SI1n 2010, pet. dﬁnlﬁd). Although the City of Waco case has
been reversed by the Texas Supreme Court, the relevant law on in_|ury»in-fact, relied upon in many other Texas
cases, remains valid law The City of Waco case was reversed on grounds other than the law relating to injury-mfact related to party status

New Bmunfels, 306 S W 3d 919, 926—27 (Tex App -Austin 2010, no pet ), Save Our Spn'ngsAll1ance, Inc.
v.

v.

v.
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They argue

respective properties.

Landowners to access water

They

altogether.

in the aquifer

state that this

drawdown

that this

and

drawdown

party standing and that the potential injury

will

will

make

it

make

it

more

likely that they will lose access

more

difﬁcult for each of the

constitutes the necessary injury in fact required for

would be fairly traceable

Further, they argue that demonstrated use

standing. In response to

Page 6

to

End Op’s

of said groundwater

is

operations.

not required for

End Op’s argument that the Landowners lack standing because they do

not have wells or plans to develop wells on their property, the Landowners cite Edwards Aquifer

Authority

v.

Day

for the proposition that their standing is not affected

by

use, non-use, or

intended use of the groundwater.” Landowners argue instead that a person seeking party status

must only demonstrate a potential impact, and must only

raise a question

of fact on issues where

standing and the merits overlap.

ES, which owns property in Bastrop County near the Colorado River, additionally argues
that

it

has demonstrated a justiciable interest

the Colorado River’s
level

the

of access not

pumping

ﬂow. ES argues

by

virtue of the impact

that the proximity

of

its

of the proposed permits on

property to the river gives

it

a

common to the general public. ES claims that the damage to its interest is that

to be authorized

by the permits would reduce the

natural

inﬂows

to the Colorado

River from Simsboro, reducing the flow of the river and reducing ES’s ability to use and enjoy
the river and the property

2.

it

owns near the river.

End Op’s Position
End Op argues that even if Landowners had ﬁled proper and timely requests, Landowners

fail

to

meet the mandatory standing test

set out in Tex.

not participate in the contested case hearing on
the

Landowners

fail

meet the

to

test

establish standing, (2) non-use of
(3)

‘Z

an injury in fact that

Edwards Aqur/’erAuth.

v.

is

Water Code

End Op’s

§ 36.4l5(b)(2)

applications.

End Op maintains

because (1) groundwater ownership alone

groundwater

is

and thus may

is

that

insufficient to

a relevant factor when analyzing standing, and

traceable and redressable, not system-wide effects,

Day, 369 S.W.3d 214 (Tex 2012), reh'g denied (June

s,

2012)

is

the standard.

Order No. 3
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a Groundwater ownership alone is insufﬁcient to establish standing.
End Op argues
36.002 as a

that

mere ownership of groundwater under Texas Water Code section

real property interest

does not satisfy the standing

test.

In Czly

of Waco, End

Op

notes, the court found that the city possessed the requisite legally protected interest to have

standing, as an affected person under the
city

light

of undisputed evidence that the

had ownership rights over the water, used the water as the sole supply for

water

utility,

had an obligation

End Op argues

that

ownership alone,

End Op
is

Water Code, in

misplaced.

when

to treat the water,

and experienced escalating treatment costs.“

mere ownership was

insufficient to

also claims that the Landowners’ reliance on

End Op argues

groundwater that

is

that

Day

End Op

on

convey standing.

Edwards Aquzfer Authority

v.

Day

addresses whether landowners have an interest in

compensable under the Takings Clause of the Texas Constitution, not what

factors are necessary to obtain third-party standing in a contested case hearing

permit.

municipal

the court relied on this combination of factors, instead of relying

established that

it

its

takes the position that the analysis in

Day

on an applicant’s

addressing whether non-use as the

basis for denial of a permit application constitutes a constitutional ta.king without compensation

does not bear on the issue of whether use or non-use establishes a legally protected interest
distinct

from the general

b.

public.

Showing a potential impact on system-wide groundwater levels is insuﬂicient;
Landowners must prove a speciﬁc injury in fact that is traceable and
redressable.

End Op

also argles that demonstrating a potential impact to groundwater levels, Without

offering proof of a speciﬁc injury to their exercise of their groundwater rights,

obtain standing.
that

H

it

End Op claims

that

W.3d at 809 (“These undisputed facts establish,

in property rigits, that constitute legally protected inmrests, distinct

added).

insuﬁicient to

under City of Waco, a potential party must establish both

has a legally protected personal justiciable interest and an injury to

City afWac0, 346 S

is

its

legally protected

as a matter of law, the type of interest, rooted
from those of the general public) (emphans

Order N0. 3
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interest.“ Further,

some

or

any

End Op

argues, City

that the “required ‘potential

potential
to

harm

of Waco expressly dismisses

that “allegation or

proof of

harm, however remote, are sufficient” and instead expressly

‘potential’ for

Copper and Heat Energy

Page 8

harm’ ... must be more than speculative."l5

End Op

cites

states

United

to demonstrate this injury requirement, arguing that the injury or

that conferred standing

was

established through proof of potential injury unique

each complainant and different from that suffered by the general public. In United Copper.

the “potential

harm”

indicating that

its

home and

that conferred standing

operations

would increase

levels

his child's school, together with

“serious asthma.”‘5 In

Heat Energy,

was

established

of lead and copper particulate

association

in another

to detect strong odors

Energy testiﬁed the odors affected
throat problems caused

his breathing,

facility, the

facility

coming from

and

that he

End Op
occur if

The member

by the odors.“ End Op argues that none of the Landowners can

in

Heat

is

for

establish

traceable and redressable

common to the

general public as

Unzted Copper and Heat Energy.

further argues that the

End Op’s

Landowners’ claim

applications are granted

mathematical model that cannot by

own

it."

had sought medical attention

because they have not presented evidence of a unique injury not
in

permit applicant had

indeed emitted odors, and the

such a concrete and particularized, actual or imminent injury that

was the case

Grissom's

harm” was established where the association

the “potential

Commission proceeding that the

member claimed

at

proof that Grissom and his child suffered from

member‘s house was located one-and-a-half blocks from the
acknowledged

by United Copper's own data

wells or persons

who own

is

that a

system-wide drawdown will

merely a prediction based on an uncertain

itself establish a

speciﬁc injury for either persons

who do not

wells that produce from a formation other than the Simsboro

aquifer.

“ City ofWuco 346 S.W.3d 781
"

w

at s10.

3d 181 at 805
City ofWaco 346 s
'6
United Copper lndu.r., Inc. v. Grissom, l7 S.W 3d 797, 803—O4 (Tex App —A\.\SIin 2000, pet. disrrfd).
" Heat Energy Advanced Tech, Inc. v. W. Dallas Coal. for Em. Justice, 962 s W.2d 288, 295 (TeX.App »Aust1n
1998, pet denied)
‘*
Heat Energy, 962 s W.2d at 295.
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First,

that

ES has

not established a speciﬁc injury in fact that

End Op argues that

since

does not have the requisite legally protected

ES does

argues that

ES has no speciﬁc

interest, separate

End Op

speculative or hypothetical.
existing
to

injury that

and

distinct

any of the Landowners’

properties. Third,

that

it

from other landovmers
of Waco. Second End

traceable and redressable and not merely

is

points to the Landowners’

pumping can cause drawdowns and

traceable and

not have a well and has no existing use,

that could give rise to a personal justiciable interest as described in Czry

Op

is

own

expert

who conceded that

no speciﬁc analysis was performed with regard

End Op argues that the record

barred from drilling a well by district rules, and that

it

is

establishes that

impossible for the claimed

adversely affect ES’s groundwater ownership interest

when they cannot drill

claims that any hypothetical impact on the surface

ﬂow

a well.

ES

is

drawdown to

End Op also

of the Colorado River would be an

impact to the general public regardless of groundwater ownership.

ii.

Andrew Meyer

End Op argues

may

that

Andrew Meyer has not

established a legally protected interest that

give rise to a personal justiciable interest and speciﬁc injury because he does not have a

well, has not ﬁled a permit application,

and has no plans to do

so.

Darwyn Hanna
End Op argues

may

that

Darwyn Hanna has

not established a legally protected interest that

give rise to a personal justiciable interest and speciﬁc injury because he does not have a

well and sees no need to

drill

so long as

Aqua is his

service provider.

Order N0. 3
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iv.

Brown

Bette

End Op concedes
witl1 the District.

that

Ms. Brown has two wells but notes

End Op argles

that while

establish a legally protected interest that

outlined in

Page 10

Cny of Waco, Ms. Brown must

that neither well

is

registered

Ms. Brown’s alleged cun'ent use could help her

may
still

give rise to a personal justiciable interest as

End Op argues

establish a speciﬁc injury.

that

Ms. Brown has submitted no evidence of speciﬁc injury since Ms. Brown has provided no
evidence on the amount of use or depth of the operating well, nor has her expert conducted any
analysis with regard to the potential impact of

End Op argues that Ms. Brown’s
3.

End Op’s permits on Ms. Brovm’s

wells. Finally,

wells are not in the Simsboro formation.

ALJ’s Analysis
The Texas Supreme Court ruled

governmental action,
sustained

it

by the public

that for a party to

“must demonstrate a paiticularized
at large."l9

The

have standing to challenge a

interest in a conﬂict distinct

issue, in other words, is

from that

“whether the particular

plaintiff

has a sufﬁcient personal stake in the controversy to assure the presence of an actual controversy
that the judicial declaration sought

would

resolve.”Z°

As previously

the Court of Appeals determined “an affected person”

must have an injury in

concrete, actual, fairly traceable, and likely to be redressed

standing to request a contested case hearing before

Landowners must show a concrete, particularized
speculative,

and there must be some evidence

interests will

and

injury-in-fact that
to

'9

2'

s.

Tex.

to have

Accordingly, to prevail, the

show

must be more than

that the legally protected

must

(1) establish that

(2) demonstrate injury

of that personal

it

has a legally protected personal justiciable

interest that is concrete, particularized,

not speculative.

1“

fact that is

by a favorable decision

TCEQ.

would tend

of Waco,

be affected by the action.“ The Unzted Copper and Heal Energy further show that

the person seeking standing
interest

that

discussed, in Czly

WaterAuth.

City ofW|zco 346 s
City 0fWaco, 346 S

Lamas, 223 s.w 3d 304, 307

(Tex. 2007)
s01_02
W.3d at 805; See Save Our Springs Alliance, Inc, 304 S W.3d

W 3d
v,

at

at 883.

and

Order N0. 3
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Environmental Stewardship, Andrew Meyer, and Darwyn Hmrna

The Landowners, ES, Meyer, and Hanna, who do not have wells,”

member

association

in Heat Energy. In

affecting the

member and

Landowners

in this

his use

Heat Energy, the odors from the

facility

of his property. Here, unlike the member

case cannot demonstrate a particularized injury that

general public because

owning land and the groundwater under the land

are not like the

is

is

in

were negatively

Heat Energy,

not

common

not sufficient to

they intend to use groundwater that will be drawn from the Simsboro.

Landowners are not

like the

Gissom family

harm that conferred standing was not just

that United

were injured on a personal

End Op’s

drawdown

at

some time

in the future, but these

a particularized and concrete injury that

is

not

data

its

operations

was proof that Grissom and

may

Landowners cannot demonstrate

common to the

his

son

indicate a potential for aquifer
that they suffer

general public. In the universe of

United Copper, they would resemble citizens concerned about particulate pollution
is

that

Similarly, the

Copper’s data indicated that

in the air, there

Here,

show

United Copper. In United Copper, the potential

in

would increase the amount of particulates
level.

to the

Landowners are not using and have not shovm

a particularized injury, especially since the

the

in general.

It

not enough that these Landowners possess an ownership right in the groundwater; that right

must be potentially impaired

drawdowns

in order for

them

affect the general public (all persons

within that aquifer).

System-wide aquifer

to possess standing.”

who own rights

to the

groundwater contained

Aqua, a well owner situated in the same ﬁeld where End

operate, possesses the requisite protected interest

and speciﬁc

injury.

Op

plans to

However, without

demonstrating ownership of wells or plans to exercise their groundwater rights, the Landowners
lack a personal justiciable interest and therefore lack standing to participate in a contested case

hearing on

End Op’s applications.

Furthermore, ES’s argument that the water

ﬂow of the Colorado

impacted by the potential drawdown, thereby impacting
shared by the general public. In addition, there

H Mr Hanna

is

its

River will be negatively

use and enjoyment,

is

an interest

no credible evidence that the water flow of the

will likely never build a well so long as he can obtain water from Aqua Although M.r Meyer may
build a well at some point in the future, he has not filed a pemnt application for a well.
13
End Op presented evidence that, even if the Landowners were to build Wells, some of the Landowners would not
draw their water from the Simsboro, given the formation of the Simsboro and the closer proximity of other aquifers
to the Landowners’ property and associated groundwater.
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Colorado River will be impacted

to

such a degree (or

Page 12

at all) that

ES’s enjoyment of the river will

be negatively impacted.“ Finally, the record shows that ES cannot

may be able to seek a variance,
ES’s lot and the cost to build a well, that ES will ever build a well.
Although

witl1 the District rules.

h.

Bette

The

facts

it

it is

drill

a well that complies

unlikely given the size of

Brown
conceming Bette Brown’s request

the other Landowners.

The record demonstrates

However, Ms. Brown must

still

for party standing are slightly different
that she has

from

two wells on her property.

establish a speciﬁc injury to a personal justiciable interest.

Neither of Ms. Brown’s two wells are registered or permitted with the District. Ms.

Brown has

submitted no evidence demonstrating that her wells draw from the Simsboro aquifer, no evidence

on the amount of use or depth of tl1e well that
to the potential

showing, Ms.
this reason,

is

operational, and

no expert analysis with regard

impact of End Op’s permits on Ms. Brown‘s operational well. Without any such

Brown has

not demonstrated a potential impact on her groundwater interest. For

along with the reasoning expressed above with regards to the other Landowners,

Ms. Brown lacks a personal justiciable
contested case hearing on

interest

and therefore lacks standing to

participate in a

End Op‘s applications.

Accordingly, the Landowners’ Requests (the requests of ES, Meyer, Hanna, and Brown)
for Party Standing are

DENIED. Aqua’s request for party status is GRANTED.
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